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I. INTRODUCTION

As a part of the experiment E852 at the Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory, we have made a study of the reaction

p2p→p1p2p2p. ~1!

In this paper we present the details of the analysis of which
partial results were reported in our Letter@1#. The primary
goal of this study was to search for the ‘‘exotic’’ mesons—
states which lie outside the scope of the constituent quark
model. Quantum chromodynamics predicts the existence of
multiquark qq̄qq̄ and hybrid qq̄g mesons. Experimental
identification of these non-qq̄ mesons is difficult. For most
of them, only some peculiar properties~unusual branching
ratios, widths or production mechanisms@2#! may serve as
indirect hints of their nature. However, some of these states
should haveJPC

5022,012,121,212, . . . quantum num-
bers which are forbidden for simpleqq̄ mesons. In the reac-
tion under study, the only allowed ‘‘exotic’’ quantum num-
bers for states withJ<2 areJPC

5121.
Several isovector 121 exotic candidates have been re-

ported recently. A 121 signal in thehp channel has been
seen by several groups. Although early measurements@3,4#
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were inconclusive, the most recent measurements@5,6# have
presented strong evidence for a 121 state near 1.4 GeV/c2.
A possible 121 signal at a mass of 1.6 GeV/c2 was ob-
served in theh8p @4,7,8#, rp @8,9# and b1p @8# channels.
Additionally, a state with resonant phase behavior above
1.9 GeV/c2 has been seen in thef 1p @10# channel.

Theoretical predictions for the mass of the lightest 121

hybrid meson are based on various models. The flux tube
model@11# predicts a 121 state at 1.822.0 GeV/c2. Similar
results are obtained in the calculations based upon lattice
QCD in the quenched approximation@12#. Earlier bag model
estimates suggest somewhat lower masses in the 1.3
21.8 GeV/c2 range @13#. QCD sum-rule predictions vary
widely between 1.5 GeV/c2 and 2.5 GeV/c2 @14#. The di-
quark cluster model@15# predicts the 121 state to be at
1.4 GeV/c2, and the constituent gluon model@16# concludes
that light exotics should lie in the region 1.822.2 GeV/c2.
Most of these models~see Ref.@17#! predict a characteristic
decay mode of the 121 hybrid into anS1P meson combi-
nation such asb1(1235)p and f 1(1285)p. The probability
of therp decay is expected to be significantly smaller. Typi-
cal partial widths for a 121 hybrid decay in the flux tube
model are@18#

b1p: f 1p:rp5170:60:10 MeV/c2. ~2!

The 3p final state was studied intensively during the past
decades from the point of view of conventional mesons.
However, recent developments in meson spectroscopy have
raised interest in revisiting this reaction in search of exotic
mesons.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Experiment E852 was conducted at the Alternating Gra-
dient Synchrotron~AGS! at the Brookhaven National Labo-
ratory ~BNL! with the Multi-Particle Spectrometer~MPS!
augmented by additional detectors. A diagram of the experi-
mental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. A Cherenkov taggedp2

beam of momentum 18.3 GeV/c and a 30 cm liquid hydro-
gen target were used. The target was placed at the center of
the MPS magnet with a field of 1 Tesla. The target was
surrounded by a four-layer cylindrical drift chamber~TCYL!
@19# used to trigger on the charged recoil particle, and a
198-element cylindrical thallium-doped cesium iodide array
~CsI! @20# to reject events with soft photons. The down-
stream part of the magnet was equipped with 6 seven-plane
drift chamber modules~DM1-6! @21# for charged-particle
tracking. A large two-plane drift chamber~TDX4! was added
to improve the momentum resolution. Triggering on the mul-
tiplicity of forward charged tracks was allowed by three pro-
portional wire chambers~TPX1-3!. Photon Hermiticity was
ensured by a window-frame lead scintillator photon veto
counter~DEA! in combination with an upstream segmented
scintillator counter to identify charged tracks entering DEA.
Non-interacting beam and elastic scattering events were re-
jected with the help of two forward scintillator counters
~Beam Veto!. Forward photons were detected by a 3000-
element lead glass electromagnetic calorimeter~LGD! @22#.

The trigger included a requirement on the total energy or
invariant mass of all signals registered in the LGD. The data
acquisition system typically accepted about 700 events per
second. More details about the apparatus can be found in
Ref. @23#.

III. DATA SAMPLE

The trigger for reaction~1! was based on the requirement
of three forward charged tracks and one charged recoil track.
Seventeen million triggers of this type were recorded during
the 1994 run of the experiment. The following criteria were
used for the off-line event selection:

~i! There should be a fully reconstructed beam track, two
negative (p2) and one positive (p1) downstream tracks and
one charged recoil track~p! originating at a common vertex
~only the direction of the recoil track was measured!.

~ii ! The vertex should be within the target volume.
~iii ! No photons should be registered in DEA and LGD

~the detector has almost 4p veto coverage forg ’s!.
~iv! The square of the missing mass calculated from the

beam and downstream tracks should be less than
2.0 (GeV/c2)2.

~v! A SQUAW @24# kinematic 1-C fit to the recoil proton
mass for the reactionp2p→p1p2p2p based on a full co-
variance matrix from track and vertex reconstruction is used.
The recoil track direction is not taken into account in the
kinematic fit. The confidence level of the fit is required to be
at least 10%.

~vi! The direction of the missing momentum vector after
theSQUAW fit is required to be within620° in azimuth from
the direction of the recoil track.

~vii ! The energy deposit in the CsI detector surrounding
the target should be<20 MeV ~beyond that associated with
the recoil track! to reject events with softpo’s from decays
of recoil baryon isobars.

Approximately 700 000 events out of 17 million initial
triggers satisfied the first three criteria as events with the
correct track topology. The remaining criteria are kinematic
cuts. They reduced this number to the final sample of
250 000 events used in the partial-wave analysis~PWA!. Ap-
plication of such strict cuts was justified by the goal of in-

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental apparatus.
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suring that all events are exclusively proton recoil events.
This is important in order to reduce the rank of the spin-
density matrix to be fitted in the partial-wave analysis. Fig-
ure 2 shows the missing mass squared distribution without
the cuts on softpo’s and the difference in the azimuthal
angle between the recoil and missing momenta@Fig. 2~a!#
and after such cuts@Fig. 2~b!#. One can see that the distribu-
tion with cuts is perfectly Gaussian—centered at a recoil
proton mass and has a width of 0.260 (GeV/c2)2—while
the uncut distribution has a large high mass tail from baryon
isobars.

The missing mass plot in Fig. 2 demonstrates the absence
of contamination by baryon recoil isobars from the back-
ground events of thep2p→3pD→3pp ~undetected pion!
variety. However, it does not address such background reac-
tions asp2p→2pD→3pp. The level of this contamination
can be estimated from a plot ofpp invariant mass~Fig. 3!.
There are no visible peaks fromD ’s or N* ’s in this spectrum.
We conclude that a contamination by baryon recoil isobars in
the final data sample is insignificant.

Figure 4 shows acceptance-correctedp1p2p2 @Fig.
4~a!# and p1p2 @Fig. 4~b!# mass spectra. The well-known
resonancesa1(1260),a2(1320) andp2(1670) are dominant.
The two-body mass spectrum shows clear evidence of the
r(770) andf 2(1270) isobars.

The shape of the full experimental acceptance is shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of thep1p2p2 @Fig. 5~a!# andp1p2

@Fig. 5~b!# mass as well as a function of the polar angle
cosuGJ @Fig. 5~c!# and azimuthal anglefTY @Fig. 5~d!# in the
Gottfried-Jackson frame. We wish to point out a sharp drop
in the acceptance near cosuGJ511 ~and a smaller drop near
cosuGJ521). This fact will be used later in connection with
possible ‘‘leakage’’ between waves in the partial-wave analy-
sis. The average experimental acceptance is 24%. This num-
ber includes not only geometric acceptance but also esti-
mated inefficiencies of the detectors and reconstruction
program as well as effects of the data selection cuts. The
acceptance is fairly flat as a function of momentum transfert
except for a sharp drop atutu,0.08 (GeV/c)2. A fit to the
correctedt distribution of the data with a forme2butu yields a
value of the slopeb56.060.1 (GeV/c)22.

IV. PARTIAL-WAVE ANALYSIS

The PWA analysis was performed using a program devel-
oped at BNL@25#. Each event is considered in the framework
of the isobar model: a three-pion system and a recoil proton
are produced in the initial collision of the incidentp2 with
the target proton. Then the three-pion system decays into a
pp isobar and an unpaired pion followed by the subsequent
decay of the isobar. Each partial wavea is characterized by

FIG. 2. Experimental distribution of the square of the missing
mass:~a! Without cuts on softpo’s and azimuthal angle between
recoil track and missing momentum;~b! after the cuts. The curve
represents a fit with a Gaussian function centered at the square of
the proton mass withs50.260 (GeV/c2)2.

FIG. 3. Invariant mass distribution of the proton and one of the
three pions~3 entries per event! for the final data sample. There is
no visible recoil baryon contamination of the spectrum.

FIG. 4. Experimental invariant mass distribution with accep-
tance correction:~a! p1p2p2 mass spectrum;~b! p1p2 mass
spectrum~two entries per event!.

FIG. 5. Full experimental acceptance as a function of~a!

p1p2p2 mass;~b! p1p2 mass;~c! cosuGJ ; ~d! fTY .
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the quantum numbersJPC[isobar]LM e—hereJPC are spin,
parity andC parity of the partial wave;M is the absolute
value of the spin projection on the quantization axis;e is the
reflectivity ~and corresponds to the naturality of the ex-
changed particle!; L is the orbital angular momentum be-
tween the isobar and the unpaired pion.

The spin-density matrix,raa8

e , is parametrized in terms of
the complex production amplitudesVa

ke for wavea with re-
flectivity e @26#:

raa8

e
5(

k
Va

keVa8

ke * . ~3!

These amplitudes are determined from an extended maxi-
mum likelihood fit~see Ref.@25#!. The spin-density matrix is
block-diagonal in reflectivitye: waves with different reflec-
tivity do not interfere. The indexk corresponds to the differ-
ent possibilities at the baryon vertex and defines the rank of
the spin-density matrix. This rank does not exceed 2 for the
proton-recoil reaction~from proton spin-non-flip and spin-
flip contributions!.

The experimental acceptance is taken into account by
means of Monte Carlo normalization integrals as described
in Ref. @25#. Relativistic Breit-Wigner functions with stan-
dard Blatt-Weisskopf barrier penetration factors and param-
eters from the Particle Data Group~PDG! @27# were used in
the description of ther(770), f 2(1270), andr3(1690) iso-
bars. Thep1p2 S-wave parametrization is significantly
more complex due to the presence of a few overlapping spin
zero isobars and strong final state interactions involved. We
have tried a number of different approaches. The simplest
one was to describe thef o(980), s and the ‘‘glueball candi-
date’’ f o(1500) @28# with Breit-Wigner forms. Other descrip-
tions were based on aK-matrix approach@29#. We tried two
model-dependent ways to use theK-matrix description. In
one model (Q-vector! a pp system is described by the ele-
ments of the matrix

T5~12iKr !21K ~4!

(r is the two-body phase space matrix!, with T11(m) and
T21(m) being the amplitudes forpp→pp and KK→pp
re-scattering, respectively. In the other model (P-vector! the
amplitude for a two-pion isobarb is described by the dy-
namic function

Fb5~12iKr !21Pb , ~5!

where Pb is the production vector of Aitchison@30#. In a
very oversimplified picture, thepp S-wave is separated into
contributions from different channels in theQ-vector ap-
proach and from different isobars in theP-vector approach.
Both cases converge to a standard Breit-Wigner description
in the ‘‘one isobar, one channel’’ limit.

Different parametrizations of theK-matrix are available.
We tried the Crystal Barrel parametrization with three
K-matrix poles@28# as well as the ‘‘K1’’ and ‘‘ M ’’ solutions
of Au, Morgan, and Pennington~AMP! @31#. We came to the
conclusion that most of our results are not very sensitive to

the particular choice of thepp isoscalar parametrization
with the exception of theJPC

5021 waves as discussed
later. Our final choice was to use the parametrization first
suggested by VES@32#. In this parametrization, thef o(980)
isobar is introduced as a pure Breit-Wigner state with an
amplitudeDBW

f o(980)(m), and the broads @or f o(40021200)#
state has an amplitude

Ds~m !5T11~m !2cDBW
f o(980)

~m !, ~6!

whereT11(m) is taken from the ‘‘M ’’ solution of AMP @31#,
and the complex constantc is fixed at the fitted value of
(20.3743;0.3197). The behavior of the square of the ampli-
tude and phase ofDs(m) @with and without thef o(980)
‘‘subtraction’’# is shown in Fig. 6. Such parametrization
more closely follows the philosophy of the isobar model.
Unless otherwise noted, all plots presented below were done
for the PWA fits with this type of the parametrization.

Other conclusions from the study of thepp S-wave pa-
rametrization in this reaction are~i! the contribution of the
KK→pp channel in theQ-vector approach@i.e., the contri-
bution of theT21(m) amplitude# is negligible, and~ii ! the
contribution of thef o(1500) in theP-vector approach is neg-
ligible.

The partial-wave analysis was performed in 40 MeV/c2

mass bins~all plots of partial waves are shown with this bin
size! and for 0.05,2t,1.0 (GeV/c)2. Our selection of
partial waves for the final fits was based on a philosophy of
obtaining a good fit with a minimal number of the fitted
parameters. This was achieved by determining a minimal set
of partial waves which gave an adequate description of the
observed angular distributions. Goodness of fit was esti-
mated by a qualitative comparison of the experimental mo-
mentsH(LMN) with those predicted by the PWA fit@26#.
These moments are the integrals of theDMN

L (a,b,g) func-
tions taken over the experimental or predicted angular distri-
butionsI(a,b,g):

H~LMN !5E I~a,b,g !DMN
L ~a,b,g !dadbdg. ~7!

Herea,b,g are three Euler angles describing the orientation
of a three-body system. In case of a 100% acceptance, index
L can take values from 0 to twice the highest value of total
spin J among all partial waves while indicesM and N are
limited by twice the highest value of the spin projectionM

FIG. 6. Square of thepp S-wave amplitude~a! and its phase~b!

before ~dashed line! and after~solid line! the subtraction of the
f o(980) Breit-Wigner amplitude. See text for details.
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among all partial waves. We found that a minimal set of 21
waves is needed to achieve an adequate description of the
data below 1.8 GeV/c2. The actual number of waves in the
final fits was a function of the three-pion mass, starting with
14 waves below 1.4 GeV/c2 and reaching 21 waves above
1.7 GeV/c2. Figure 7 shows an example of comparison of
the experimental and predicted moments in the fit with 21
waves for just a few largest moments~out of 59 non-zero
moments for this set of waves!. The 121 waves were found
to be essential for the good description of the moments. The
waves in the minimal set of waves~‘‘21-wave fit’’ ! are
shown in Table I. This fit was used in Ref.@1# and its results
are shown in this paper unless otherwise specified.

Results of an additional fit with 27 partial waves~‘‘27-
wave fit’’! are also shown in this paper. The purpose of this
fit was ~a! to study the high-mass region where the 311 and
411 waves become important, and~b! to add small waves
with structures at lower mass associated with the known
states which were omitted from the 21-wave fit because they
were not seen in theH(LMN) moments. Many fits with
different sets of waves~up to 70 waves! have been tried to
determine the systematic errors in the results.

A flat background wave was included in all fits. This wave
has an isotropic distribution and does not interfere with other
waves. It absorbs both the physical background from the
events of misidentified topologies and any contribution from
the partial waves omitted in the fit. Thus, this wave can in-
directly indicate both the quality of the data sample and the
quality of the PWA model used. The magnitude of the back-
ground wave is compared with the total intensity in Fig. 8.

This wave is less than a few percent of the total number of
events below 1.8 GeV/c2 even in the simplest PWA model
~21-wave rank-1 fit! which indicates that the spin-density
matrix of this reaction has predominantly rank 1.

A. Results for non-exotic partial waves

The summary plot of the total intensities of the majorJPC

waves is presented in Fig. 9. Decomposition of these waves
is discussed below. Unless otherwise stated, the 21-wave
rank-1 fit is shown in the plots. At the same time, the values
of resonance parameters quoted in this section are based on
multiple PWA fits with varying rank of fit, set of partial
waves, etc. The quoted values for masses, widths, and
branching ratios are calculated as the average over these
multiple fits. The systematic errors reflect the spread of the
obtained fitted parameters, while the statistical errors are the
largest ones observed in these fits.

The mathematical form of the Breit-Wigner amplitudes
used in the mass-dependent fits is given in Sec. V of Ref.
@33#. Particle yields used in the branching ratios calculations
were obtained by integrating the fitted Breit-Wigner curves.

JPC
5221 waves

The most significant waves of this type are shown in Fig.
10. Thep2(1670) resonance is seen in three decay channels:

FIG. 7. Example of the comparison of the experimental~solid
points with the error bars! and predicted~open circles! H(LMN)
moments in the 21-wave rank-1 fit.

TABLE I. Partial waves used in the 21-wave fit of the 3p sys-
tem and additional waves used in the 27-wave fit.

Partial waves in the 21-wave fit

JPC
5021: @ f o(980)#S01;@s#S01;@r#P01

JPC
5121: @r#P02,P12,P11

JPC
5111: @r#S12,S01,S11,D01

JPC
5221: @s#D01;@r#P01;@ f 2#S12,S01,S11,D01,D11

JPC
5211: @r#D02,D11

JPC
5311: @r3#S01

Background
Additional partial waves in the 27-wave fit

JPC
5111: @s#P01

JPC
5221: @r#F01

JPC
5311: @r#D01;@ f 2#P01

JPC
5411: @r#G11;@ f 2#F11

FIG. 8. Magnitude of the background wave for 2 different PWA
fits—21-wave rank-1 fit~squares!, 21-wave rank-2 fit~triangles!—
with respect to the total intensity~solid circles!.
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f 2p, rp and sp. The largest p2(1670) wave is
221@ f 2#S01 @Fig. 10~a!#. Also shown is theM e

511 wave
which is at 10% level of theM e

501 wave. A mass-
dependent fit of this wave’s intensity with a Breit-Wigner
shape results in the followingp2(1670) parameters:

M516766368 MeV/c2,
~8!

G525463631 MeV/c2.

Here and below the first error values are statistical. They
are based on the full error matrix obtained in the PWA like-
lihood fits. The second error values represent the systematic
uncertainties. Presently, PDG@27# lists the following
p2(1670) parameters:M51670620 MeV/c2 and G5259
611 MeV/c2. We show this wave first because of its well-
established resonance nature. This makes it a natural choice
for a reference wave in many phase analyses presented later
in this paper.

The 221@ f 2#D01 wave@Fig. 10~b!# differs in shape from
the correspondingS wave: it appears to be wider and at
higher mass thanp2(1670). Such behavior was observed in
the previous analyses of this reaction@32#. The rising phase
of the D wave at 1.8 GeV/c2 relative to theS wave @Fig.
11~a!# might be suggestive of an additional 221 state differ-
ent from thep2(1670) ~such a state is expected in the3Po
model@34#!. However, other interpretations@for example, the
interference of thep2(1670) state with its radial excitation
above 2 GeV/c2# are also possible.

The 221@s#D01 wave@Fig. 10~c!# shows 2 structures on
top of the monotonically rising background. The first peak is
the p2(1670) state decaying through thepp S-wave. The
estimated ratio of the branching ratios is

BR@p2~1670!→ f 2p, f 2→pp#

BR@p2~1670!→sp,s→pp#
54.960.662.0. ~9!

The large systematic error comes mostly from the uncer-
tainty in the subtraction of thesp background underneath
thep2(1670) as well as from the instability of its magnitude

in different fits. The second structure in the 221@s#D01

wave appears above 2 GeV/c2. The same structure seems to
be present in the 221@r#F01 wave @Fig. 10~e!# and, at a
much lower level, in the 221@r#P01 wave@Fig. 10~d!#. The
phase difference between the 221@s#D01 and
021@ f o(980)#S01 waves is shown in Fig. 11~b!. There is a
clear phase motion due to thep2(1670) andp(1800) states
at 1.6 GeV/c2 and 1.8 GeV/c2, respectively. However, the
interesting feature of this plot is an apparent rise in the 221

phase above 2 GeV/c2 pointing to a possiblep2(2100)
state@27#—the first radial excitation of thep2(1670) @2#.

In therp channel, thep2(1670) is seen both in theP and
F waves. While a peak in theF wave @Fig. 10~e!# is quite
clean, the structure in theP wave@Fig. 10~d!# is significantly
wider than expected for thep2(1670) alone. Our studies lead
us to believe that the 221@r#P01 spectrum is significantly
distorted below 1.5 GeV/c2 by ‘‘leakage’’ from the strong
111@r#S01 wave. However, we believe that above
1.5 GeV/c2 the intensity is essentially all due to the
p2(1670), and the F/P ratio@Fig. 10~f!# is consistent with
being constant. With this assumption, we obtain the follow-
ing ratio of wave amplitudes:

F@p2~1670!→rp#

P@p2~1670!→rp#
520.7260.0760.14. ~10!

With the same assumption for therp P wave, its total yield
was obtained as the integral of a Breit-Wigner function of
fixed mass and width, normalized to the slope of the
221@r#P01 intensity in the mass region above 1.6 GeV/c2.
The yields in theP and F waves as well as in theM e

501

and M e
511 were combined. The following ratio was ob-

tained:

BR@p2~1670!→ f 2p#

BR@p2~1670!→rp#
52.3360.2160.31. ~11!

The same ratio from the PDG@27# is 1.8160.3.

JPC
Ä0À¿ waves and p(1800)

The major 021 waves are shown in Fig. 12. The
021@r#P01 wave @Fig. 12~a!# reveals a broadp(1300)
resonance. The phase difference@Fig. 12~b!# between this
wave and the 221@ f 2#S01 wave @the strongestp2(1670)
wave# confirms the resonant nature of thep(1300): the
phase difference is rising below 1.5 GeV/c2 due to the ris-
ing Breit-Wigner phase motion of thep(1300) and falling
above that mass due to the rising phase of thep2(1670)
state. This wave remains relatively stable regardless of the
PWA model. The intensity of this wave was fitted with a
Breit-Wigner shape on top of a linear-rising background re-
sulting in the following parameters of thep(1300) meson:

M51343615624 MeV/c2,
~12!

G5449639647 MeV/c2.

FIG. 9. Combined intensities of all~a! 021 waves,~b! 111

waves,~c! 221 waves,~d! 211 waves.
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PDG @27# quotes the mass of this state as 1300
6100 MeV/c2 with width from 200 MeV/c2 to
600 MeV/c2.

Intensities of the 021@s#S01 and 021@ f o(980)#S01

waves are shown in Figs. 12~c,e! while their phase differ-
ences with respect to the same 221@ f 2#S01 anchor wave are
shown in Figs. 12~d,f!. In earlier studies, we found no indi-

cation of thep(1300) state in either thef o(980)p intensity
or its phase. As a result, this wave was not used at low mass
in the final fits. However, thesp channel shows a large
intensity in the low mass region and a rising phase below
1.5 GeV/c2 similar to therp channel. This indicates that
the p(1300) meson may decay tosp. Unfortunately, the
shape of thesp intensity at low mass is very complex and
very unstable under different assumptions used in the PWA.
This is illustrated in Fig. 13 where the intensity of the
021S01 waves ~summed over allpp S-wave isobars! is
shown for 3 different fits:~a! 21-wave fit with thepp
S-wave parametrization from the ‘‘M ’’ solution of Ref. @31#
modified as described earlier;~b! 27-wave fit with the same
parametrization;~c! 24-wave fit with a simple Breit-Wigner
parametrization with parameters from the PDG@27#. Addi-
tional waves in the last fit are those involving thef o(1500)
isobar. Variations in the shape of the low-mass end of the
021 intensity spectrum are obvious. Such instability under
different PWA assumptions is not the only problem affecting
the low-mass region of the 021@s#S01 wave. A large non-
resonant Deck-type background contribution is also expected
in this wave@32# making the interpretation of thep(1300)
→sp decay channel even more difficult. In this analysis, no
attempts were made to parametrize the Deck-type back-

FIG. 10. ~a! Intensity of the 221@ f 2#S01 ~points! and
221@ f 2#S11 ~crosses! waves; ~b! combined intensity of the
221@ f 2#D M e

501,11 waves; ~c! intensity of the 221@s#D01

wave; ~d! intensity of the 221@r#P01 wave; ~e! intensity of the
221@r#F01 wave~27-wave fit!; ~f! ratio of the 221@r#F01 wave
amplitude to the 221@r#P01 wave amplitude~27-wave fit!. Curves
show the mass-dependent fits of thep2(1670) with parameters
from Eq. ~8!.

FIG. 11. Phase difference between~a! the 221@ f 2#D01 and
221@ f 2#S01 waves;~b! the 221@s#D01 and 021@ f o(980)#S01

waves.

FIG. 12. Intensities of the~a! 021@r#P01, ~c! 021@s#S01, ~e!

021@ f o(980)#S01 waves and their corresponding phase differ-
ences~b,d,f! with respect to the 221@ f 2#S01 wave. Curves show
the mass-dependent fits of~a! the p(1300) with parameters from
Eq. ~12!; ~c,d! thep(1800) with parameters from Eq.~14!; ~e,f! the
p(1800) with parameters from Eq.~13!.
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ground. This does not affect the PWA results in any way but
prevents us from doing mass-dependent fits of the PWA re-
sults where expected contribution of this background may be
relatively important—namely, in the low-mass regions of the
021@s# and 111@r# waves.

Another feature of the 021 sp and f o(980)p waves is a
clearly visiblep(1800) state@see Figs. 12~c,e!#. The corre-
sponding phase differences@Figs. 12~d,f!# have an unam-
biguous resonant signature in the rapidly rising phase at
1.8 GeV/c2. This resonance was seen first in Ref.@35# and
studied in detail in Ref.@32#. We find the followingp(1800)
parameters in thef o(980)p channel:

M51774618620 MeV/c2,
~13!

G5223648650 MeV/c2.

These values are consistent with the results of the VES group
obtained in the 3p channel@32#. They find thep(1800)
mass and width to be 177567610 MeV/c2 and 190615
615 MeV/c2, respectively. However, thep(1800) appears
to be shifted in thesp channel:

M5186369610 MeV/c2,
~14!

G5191621620 MeV/c2.

The reason for this apparent shift is unclear. Note that mea-
surements of thep(1800) mass in some other channels also
show a spread of about 100 MeV/c2 @27#. This can be an
artifact of thepp S-wave parametrization or the result of the
interference of thep(1800) meson with the broad underly-
ing p(1300). The possibility that there are actually two dif-
ferent 021 states at this mass also cannot be excluded be-
cause both the 021 non-exotic hybrid meson and the second

radial excitation of the pion are predicted to be at around this
mass in the flux-tube model@36,34#. Under the assumption
of a single state, the ratio of thep(1800) decay into these 2
channels is

BR@p~1800!→ f o~980!p, f o→pp#

BR@p~1800!→sp,s→pp#

50.4460.0860.38. ~15!

This ratio is significantly smaller than the value of 1.760.3
quoted in Ref.@32#.

Thep(1800) state is hardly seen in the intensity or phase
of the rp wave @Figs. 12~a,b!#. We estimate that therp
partial width is less than 25% of thef o(980)p partial width.

In view of a possible hybrid nature of thep(1800), its
possible decay through the gluon-richf o(1500) state and a
pion was also examined. We tried bothK-matrix and Breit-
Wigner parametrizations of thef o(1500) and came to the
conclusion that thep(1800)→ f o(1500)p decay is not seen
in this channel. This might be caused by the small branching
ratio of the f o(1500) state intop1p2 @37#.

JPC
Ä1¿¿ waves and a1(1700)

The most dominant wave in reaction~1! is 111@r#S01

@Fig. 14~a!#. It accounts for almost half of the total number of
events. It has a broad structure at 1.2 GeV/c2 with a width
of 300 MeV/c2 associated with thea1(1260) resonance.
The phase of the 111@r#S01 wave when compared with
phases of other well-established states like thea2(1320) var-
ies very slowly over the width of thea1(1260) state in ac-
cordance with the expectations of the Deck model@38#. The
same state is seen in theM e

511 projection wave@Fig.
14~a!# at the level of about 6% of theM e

501 wave. The
decay of the a1(1260) resonance through thes (pp
S-wave! is also present in our data@Fig. 14~b!#. We do not fit
thea1(1260) because contribution of the non-resonant Deck-
type background into the 111 signal at 1.2 GeV/c2 may be
significant @32#, and subtraction of this background is not
trivial.

The 111@r#D01 wave in the 21-wave fit has a structure
shown in Fig. 14~c!. The first peak can be associated with the
a1(1260). The phase difference between the 111@r#01 S
and D waves@Fig. 14~d!# is flat at the value of about 2.5
radians in the region of thea1(1260) state. The deviation of
the phase difference from the exact value ofp radians~as
expected for a pure resonance with the same production but
different decay amplitudes! can be explained by a small con-
tribution of a non-resonant background. Above thea1(1260)
region, the phase difference starts to fall rapidly, pointing to
a resonant nature for the second peak in theD wave. A simi-
lar 111 object was observed in Ref.@32#. It is usually inter-
preted as the first radial excitation of thea1(1260) resonance
@34#. We obtain the following mass and width for the 111

a1(1700) state:

M5171469636 MeV/c2,
~16!

G5308637662 MeV/c2.

FIG. 13. Intensity of the 021S01 waves summed overpp
S-wave isobars for the differentpp S-wave parametrizations:~a!

21-wave fit, modified ‘‘M ’’ solution parametrization;~b! 27-wave
fit, same parametrization;~c! 24-wave fit, simple Breit-Wigner pa-
rametrization. See text for details.
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It is not clear if thea1(1700) state is also present in theS
wave. While the 111@r#S01 wave may have a shoulder in
the intensity at 1.7 GeV/c2 ~at 50% level comparing to the
D wave!, no resonant phase motion is seen in the phase of
the S wave at this mass.

The ratio of theD and S wave amplitudes for the decay
a1(1260)→rp is an important benchmark in many quark
model calculations. The3Po model@34# predicts this ratio to
be D/S520.15. Our measuredD/S ratio is shown in Fig.
14~e! for the case of the 21-wave fit. Note that we do not
separate thea1(1260) state from the Deck-type background
in this calculation. The ratio is fairly flat in the region of the
a1(1260) with the mean value of

D@a1~1260!→rp#

S@a1~1260!→rp#
520.1460.0460.07. ~17!

The large systematic error is caused by the fact that the
111@r#D01 wave becomes very unstable in the PWA fits if
many additional waves are included. This instability also af-
fects the appearance of thea1(1700) state: its intensity is

greatly reduced in the PWA fits with larger numbers of par-
tial waves while its resonant phase motion remains relatively
stable.

JPC
Ä2¿¿ wave

The strongestM51 projection wave is 211@r#D11

@Fig. 15~a!# showing thea2(1320) resonance. Parameters of
the a2(1320) in our fit of the intensity peak are

M513266262 MeV/c2,
~18!

G510863615 MeV/c2.

The experimental resolution of 8 MeV/c2 was unfolded.
PDG values of thea2 mass and width areM51317.9
61.3 MeV/c2 andG5104.761.9 MeV/c2 @27#. The wave
intensity at 1.721.8 GeV/c2 @where thea2(1700) state is
expected in the quark model@2## is at the level of about 3%
of thea2(1320) peak. While the phase difference of the 211

wave relative to the 221@ f 2#S01 wave@Fig. 15~b!# exhibits
a stable resonance-like rise above 1.8 GeV/c2, no signifi-
cant structure in the intensity is seen at this mass. Apparently,
thea2(1700) state~if it exists! has a very small cross section
or rp branching ratio.

JPC
Ä3¿¿ waves and a3(1874)

The 311M e
501 waves in the 27-wave fit are shown in

Fig. 16: therp D wave @Fig. 16~a!#, the f 2p P wave @Fig.
16~c!#, and ther3p S wave@Fig. 16~e!#. All waves exhibit a
structure in the intensity and a tendency for a rising phase
difference above 1.8 GeV/c2 @Figs. 16~b,c,d!#. This indi-
cates the presence of ana3 state with

M51874643696 MeV/c2,
~19!

G538561216114 MeV/c2.

The VES group finds the same resonance withM51.86
60.02 GeV/c2 and G50.4860.06 GeV/c2 @8#. This state
lies lower than the 2.05 GeV/c2 mass predicted in the quark
model of Godfrey and Isgur@2#. The apparent distortion of
the a3(1874) shape and phase in ther3(1690)p channel is
due to the close proximity of the kinematic threshold: both

FIG. 14. ~a! Intensity of the 111@r#S01 ~points! and
111@r#S11 ~crosses! waves. Inset shows theM e

501 wave inten-
sity in thea1(1700) region;~b! intensity of the 111@s#P01 wave
~27-wave fit!; ~c! intensity of the 111@r#D01 wave. Curve shows
the mass-dependent fit of thea1(1700) with parameters from Eq.
~16!; ~d! phase difference between the 111@r#S01 and
111@r#D01 waves;~e! ratio of the 111@r#D01 wave amplitude
to the 111@r#S01 wave amplitude.

FIG. 15. ~a! Intensity of the 211@r#D11 wave with a high-
mass region shown in the inset. The mass-dependent fit of the
a2(1320) with parameters from Eq.~18! is also shown;~b! phase
difference between the 211@r#D11 and 221@ f 2#S01 waves.
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the phase-space factor and the mass-dependent width in the
denominator of the Breit-Wigner formula change rapidly in
this region.

The ratios of the branching ratios were estimated to be

BR@a3~1874!→ f 2p#

BR@a3~1874!→rp#
50.860.2,

~20!

BR@a3~1874!→r3p#

BR@a3~1874!→rp#
50.960.3.

The observable fractions of 50%rp, 56.5% f 2p and 11.8%
r3p were used in the calculations. Ratios measured by the
VES group are 0.4560.18 and,2.1, respectively~applying
the same observable fractions to the results of Ref.@8#!. Note
that both VES and our results were obtained within the
framework of the isobar model. This model may be too re-
strictive in the case of thea3(1874) state in view of the
predicted large fraction of its genuine 3-body decay@34#.

JPC
Ä4¿¿ waves and a4(2040)

The two strongest 411 waves are 411@r#G11 @Fig.
17~a!# and 411@ f 2#F11 @Fig. 17~c!# shown in the 27-wave
fit. Both waves have a structure in the intensity and a reso-
nant phase motion around 2 GeV/c2 @Figs. 17~b,d!# and cor-
respond to the knowna4(2040) state. The fitted mass and
width of this state are

M51996625643 MeV/c2,
~21!

G5298681685 MeV/c2,

and the decay ratio

BR@a4~2040!→rp#

BR@a4~2040!→ f 2p#
51.160.260.2. ~22!

The PDG values of thea4(2040) mass and width areM
52014615 MeV/c2 andG5361650 MeV/c2 @27#.

B. The p1„1600… exotic JPC
Ä1À¿ state

The main result published in our Letter@1# is shown in
Fig. 18. The 121 exotic waves produced in both unnatural
~Fig. 18~a!! and natural~Fig. 18~b!! parity exchanges show
broad enhancements in the 1.121.4 and 1.621.7 GeV/c2

regions. At the same time, the 121@ f 2#D11 wave ~not
shown! is consistent with zero. The plotted intensities corre-
spond to the 21-wave rank-1 PWA fit. The phase difference
between the 121@r#P11 wave and all other significant
natural-parity-exchange waves indicates a rapid increase in
the phase of the 121 wave across the 1.521.7 GeV/c2 re-
gion; this is consistent with a resonant behavior. Twelve of
these phase differences are shown in Fig. 19.

FIG. 16. Intensities of the~a! 311@r#D01, ~c! 311@ f 2#P01,
~e! 311@r3#S01 waves and their corresponding phase differences
~b,d,f! with respect to the 221@ f 2#S01 wave. The 27-wave rank-1
fit is shown. Curves show the mass-dependent fits of thea3(1874)
with parameters from Eq.~19!. Note that the fitteda3(1874) mass
and width vary considerably in the fits done separately for each
decay mode leading to large parameter errors in Eq.~19!.

FIG. 17. Intensities of the~a! 411@r#G11, ~c! 411@ f 2#F11

waves and their corresponding phase differences~b,d! with respect
to the 221@ f 2#S01 wave. The 27-wave fit is shown. Curves show
the mass-dependent fits of thea4(2040) with parameters from Eq.
~21!.
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(a) Choice of the pp S-wave parametrization. Extensive
studies have been made to test the stability of this result with
respect to the assumptions made in the PWA analysis. First,
the impact of the particular choice of thepp S-wave isobar
parametrization on the 121 signal was studied. The intensity
of the 121@r#P11 wave and its phase difference with the
strongest at the 1.6 GeV/c2 221@ f 2#S01 wave is shown in

Fig. 20 for two different PWA fits: with the Au-Morgan-
Pennington parametrization of thepp S-wave~our preferred
fit!, and with the simple Breit-Wigner parametrization of the
f o states. While there are small changes in the shape of the
p1(1600) signal~especially at low mass!, a similar two-peak
structure in the intensity and a similar phase motion are ob-
served in all fits. We conclude that a particular choice of the
f o isobars parametrization does not qualitatively change the
resonance behavior of the 121 wave at 1.6 GeV/c2.

(b) Study of the t-dependent effects. The implication of
fitting the data in a wide interval of the momentum transfert
was also investigated. Strictly speaking, a spin-density ma-
trix should have a limited rank~as assumed in our model!
only at a fixed value oft. To study possible consequences of
such an assumption, a PWA fit was done in limited intervals
of t. As an example, Fig. 21~a! shows the exotic wave inten-
sity for the 0.05,2t,0.15 (GeV/c)2 momentum transfer
interval. Thep1(1600) state is still clearly observed. To fur-
ther study thet-dependence, the data at 1.6 GeV/c2 were
fitted as a function oft in 0.1 (GeV/c)2 t-bins. TheM50
111@r#S01 and 221@ f 2#S01 waves@Figs. 22~a,b!# follow
the e2butu dependence which is common for the helicity 0
exchange waves. On the other hand, partial waves with non-

FIG. 18. Wave intensities of the 121@r#P exotic waves:~a! the
M e

502 and 12 waves combined;~b! the M e
511 wave. The 21-

wave rank-1 PWA fit to the data is shown as the points with error
bars and the shaded histograms show estimated contributions from
all non-exotic waves due to leakage.

FIG. 19. Phase difference between the
121@r#P11 wave and~a! the 021@ f o(980)#S01

wave; ~b! the 021@s#S01 wave; ~c! the
021@r#P01 wave;~d! the 111@r#S01 wave;~e!

the 111@r#D01 wave; ~f! the 111@r#S11

wave; ~g! the 211@r#D11 wave; ~h! the
221@r#P01 wave;~i! the 221@ f 2#S01 wave;~j!
the 221@ f 2#D01 wave; ~k! the 221@ f 2#S11

wave; ~l! the 221@ f 2#D11 wave.
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zero helicity exchange are expected to go to 0 att50 due to
angular momentum conservation. Indeed, we find that the
M51 projection waves like the 211@r#D11 wave @Fig.
22~c!# and, most importantly, the exotic 121@r#P11 wave
@Fig. 22~d!# show just such behavior.

(c) Effect of the experimental acceptance. The imperfect
knowledge of the experimental acceptance used in a PWA fit
is a common source of false signals. We have made a number
of tests to check the robustness of thep1(1600) signal to
different assumptions used in the Monte Carlo simulation of
the apparatus. The majority of such tests are based on exclu-
sion of the events from the regions with a relatively large
uncertainty in the instrumental acceptance. Such cuts are ap-
plied to both data and Monte Carlo event samples, and a
PWA fit is performed. For example, some forward-going
tracks may be lost during event reconstruction if they rescat-
ter in the lead-scintillator ‘‘sandwich’’ DEA which is posi-
tioned beyond the first 2 drift chamber modules~Fig. 1!.
Because of a large uncertainty in the Monte Carlo simulation
of such events, a requirement of all forward tracks going
through the DEA window without rescattering was imposed
during event selection. A PWA fit of this event sample is
shown in Fig. 21~b!. Another potential acceptance problem is
a reduced efficiency of the drift chambers at their centers
where the high-flux primary beam passes through. This effi-
ciency was parametrized and used at the Monte Carlo stage.
To check the validity of such an approach, events with any of
the charged tracks going through the inefficient area were
eliminated. A PWA fit made with this acceptance cut is
shown in Fig. 21~c!. The p1(1600) peak in these and many
other acceptance tests is clearly visible, and resonance be-
havior of its phase remains unchanged. Finally, a fit was
done in which an incorrect 100% acceptance was assumed.
Some partial waves—mostly the 021 and 221 waves—

undergo a drastic change in this fit. However, the major fea-
tures of the 121@r#P11 wave were essentially unchanged
@Fig. 21~d!#.

(d) Effect of the experimental resolution and leakage.
While the imperfect knowledge of the experimental accep-
tance as a source of the spuriousp1(1600) signal has been
ruled out, the finite instrumental resolution in a situation of a
non-uniform acceptance was found to be an important factor
in the interpretation of our results. Completely accounting
for the finite resolution in the maximum likelihood fit is im-
practical. Instead, the following study has been done.

Four sets of Monte Carlo events were generated and dis-
tributed as the 111@r#S01, 211@r#D11, 221@ f 2#S01 or
221@r#P01 waves—the four largest waves in this reaction.
The generated ‘‘pure wave’’ event samples were used in the
maximum likelihood fit instead of the real data. This allows
the study of possible leakage from the major waves into
other waves which were not present in the generated
samples. At first, a 100% acceptance was assumed to study
leakage due to statistical fluctuations only. Such leakage was
found to be negligible in any of the partial waves.

The generated events were put through a program of
Monte Carlo simulation of the apparatus to study the effects
of the finite resolution and limited acceptance, and the partial
wave fit was redone. Leakage into the 121 waves from the

FIG. 20. Intensity of the 121@r#P11 wave ~a,c! and its phase
difference with respect to the 221@ f 2#S01 wave ~b,d! in the 21-
wave PWA fit with the Au-Morgan-Pennington parametrization of
the pp S-wave ~a,b!, and the 24-wave PWA fit with the Breit-
Wigner parametrization~c,d!.

FIG. 21. Intensity of the 121@r#P11 wave in different PWA
fits: ~a! a fit in the limited range of momentum transfer 0.05,2t
,0.15 (GeV/c)2; ~b! a fit in which events with charged tracks
rescattered in the DEA counter were removed;~c! a fit in which
events with charged tracks going through the inefficient regions of
the drift chambers were removed;~d! a test fit in which an ‘‘incor-
rect’’ 100% acceptance was assumed. For the purpose of compari-
son, our preferred 21-wave fit is also shown in~e!.
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211@r#D11, 221@ f 2#S01 and 221@r#P01 waves was
still negligible and consistent with the statistical fluctuations.
However, leakage from the 111@r#S01 wave into the 121

waves changed drastically. Above 1.5 GeV/c2 the fitted in-
tensity of leakage into the 121 waves was less than 1% of
the initially generated 111 intensity and consistent with sta-
tistical fluctuations. Below this, mass leakage was notice-
able: 5–6 % at 1.3 GeV/c2 growing to 10–15 % at
1.0 GeV/c2. Some other waves such as the 221@r#P01

wave were also contaminated by leakage.
Qualitatively, such leakage can be explained by the shape

of the experimental acceptance in the Gottfried-Jackson
frame @Fig. 5~c!# and by the mass dependence of the accep-
tance@Fig. 5~a!#. The initially flat rp S wave would have a
shape of Fig. 5~c! when the experimental acceptance is ap-
plied. The finite resolution smears this distribution leading to
an apparent excess of observed events at cosuGJ561. Such
an excess of events will be accommodated by a PWA fit
through the combination of initially non-existent waves,
mostly therp P waves. A drop in the acceptance at low 3p
masses makes the problem worse there, leading to an in-
creased leakage at small mass.

To estimate the actual level of leakage in the 121 signal,
Monte Carlo events were generated in accordance with the
spin-density matrixraa8

e found in the 21-wave fit of the real
data, except for the matrix elements corresponding to the
121 waves which were set to zero. This is done by calculat-
ing a weight factor

w i5(
e

(
a,a8

Ca
e ~t i!raa8

e
Ca8

e * ~t i! ~23!

for each phase-space Monte Carlo event with a subsequent
random selection of the events based on their weight. Here
Ca

e (t i) is the decay amplitude of the wavea calculated at
the phase-space pointt i of the i-th event. The Monte Carlo
simulation of the instrumental acceptance and resolution was
applied to the generated events. Intensities of the 121 waves
found in the partial-wave fit of this sample are shown as
shaded histograms in Fig. 18. Considerable leakage from the
non-exotic waves to the 121 waves is evident below
1.4 GeV/c2. The presence of leakage prevents us from
drawing any conclusion about the nature of the low-mass
enhancement in the 121 spectrum. However, the second
peak in the 121 intensities at 1.6 GeV/c2 ~where resonant
behavior is observed! is essentially not affected by the leak-
age problem.

(e) Choice of the rank of the fit and the set of partial
waves. We have also studied how our results for the exotic
121 wave are affected by the restriction on the rank of the
spin-density matrix and by the choice of the partial waves
used in the PWA fit. A comparison of the rank 1 and rank 2
fits for the same 21 waves as well as a comparison of the
21-wave and 27-wave fits for the same rank is illustrated in
Fig. 23. We have found that there is a clear variation in the
shape and magnitude of thep1(1600) signal produced in the
natural parity exchange@Figs. 23~a,c!#. The p1(1600) peak
appears to be somewhat broader in PWA fits with many more

fitted parameters. However, a structure at 1.6 GeV/c2 in the
M e

511 wave is always present, and its phase always exhib-
its a resonance behavior@as seen in Figs. 23~b,d!, the reso-
nant phase motion of the well-establishedp2(1670) is al-
ways compensated by the resonant phase motion of the
p1(1600) leading to an almost flat phase difference between
them# albeit a less stable one in the fits with many more
fitted parameters. These variations lead to the rather large
model-dependent systematic uncertainties which we assign

FIG. 22. Intensity of some partial waves at 1.6 GeV/c2 as a
function of the momentum transfer2t: ~a! The 111@r#S01 wave;
~b! the 221@ f 2#S01 wave; ~c! the 211@r#D11 wave; ~d! the
121@r#P11 wave.

FIG. 23. Intensity of the 121@r#P11 wave ~a,c! and its phase
difference with respect to the 221@ f 2#S01 wave~b,d! in 3 different
PWA fits: 21-wave rank-1~closed circles!, 21-wave rank-2~open
squares!, and 27-wave rank-1~open triangles!. Rank-1 and rank-2
fits are compared in the top row while 21-wave and 27-wave fits are
shown in the bottom row.
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to the parameters of the 121 state. In the unnatural parity
sector, theM e

512 wave exhibits very strong model depen-
dence, almost disappearing in the fits with larger numbers of
partial waves. TheM e

502 wave is more stable but it peaks
above 1.7 GeV/c2—significantly higher than thep1(1600)
state in the natural parity exchange. We note that Ref.@8#,
which is based on the 3p data obtained at about twice as
high beam energy than in our experiment, claims to see no
significant intensity in the unnatural parity sector. This can
be understood in terms of Regge phenomenology in which
cross sections for unnatural parity exchanges~for example,
b1 or f 1 exchanges! are expected to fall rapidly with energy.
We find that a combined contribution of all unnatural parity
waves already at 18 GeV/c is no more than 1–5 % of the
total intensity. As a result, there are no significant waves in
the unnatural parity exchange sector with which to conduct
phase studies of the 121 signal. Without such a study, the
nature of the 121 waves in the unnatural parity exchange
sector remains unclear.

The phase study is possible in the natural parity exchange
sector. To conduct such a study and to determine the reso-
nance parameters of the 121 state, a series of two-statex2

fits of the 121@r#P11 and 221@ f 2#S01 waves as a func-
tion of mass was made. The latter wave was chosen as an
anchor because it is a major decay mode of thep2(1670),
the only well-established resonance in the vicinity of
1.6 GeV/c2. An example of such fits is shown in Fig. 24.
This plot corresponds to the 21-wave rank-1 PWA fit. Thex2

function of the fit is x2
5(Y i

TE i
21Y i , where Y i is a

3-element vector consisting of the differences between mea-
sured and parametrized values for the intensities of both
waves and the phase difference between them in the mass bin

i, andE i is a 333 error matrix for these values calculated
through Jacobian transformation from the error matrix of
production amplitudes found in the maximum likelihood fit.
Both waves are parametrized with relativistic Breit-Wigner
forms including Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors. In addition
to Breit-Wigner phases, a production phase difference which
varies linearly with mass is assumed. The fit shown in Fig.
24 yieldsx2

525.8 for 22 degrees of freedom, with the pro-
duction phase difference between the two waves being al-
most constant throughout the region of the fit. The mass and
width of the p1(1600) state found in this fit are
1593 MeV/c2 and 168 MeV/c2 correspondingly. If instead
the 121 wave is assumed to be non-resonant~with no phase
motion!, then the fit hasx2

550.8 for 22 degrees of freedom,
and requires a production phase with a slope of
7.6 radians/(GeV/c2). Such rapid variation of the produc-
tion phase makes a non-resonant interpretation of the 121

wave unlikely. Attempts to use a constant production phase
in a non-resonant case result in a totally unacceptable fit with
x2/degree of freedom5396.6/23.

We choose this PWA fit~21-wave rank 1! as the basis for
quoting thep1(1600) mass and width because it gives a
satisfactory description of all observables~moments, angular
distributions, Dalitz plots, etc.! using the minimal number of
free parameters among all acceptable PWA fits. The system-
atic errors on thep1(1600) resonance parameters were esti-
mated by fitting the PWA results obtained for different sets of
partial waves and different rank of the PWA fit. Different
p2(1670) andp(1800) waves were used as anchor waves in
these fits. In some of them, thep1(1600) was found to be
much broader than in our preferred fit resulting in an unusu-
ally large upper systematic error which we assign to the
p1(1600) width. The fitted mass and width of the 121 state
are

M5159368
247
129 MeV/c2,

~24!
G5168620

212
1150 MeV/c2.

The error values correspond to statistical and systematic un-
certainties, respectively.

Our recent analysis of theh8p2 state@7# confirmed the
existence of thep1(1600) exotic meson. In this channel, the
following p1(1600) parameters were obtained:M51597
610

210
145 MeV/c2, G5340640650 MeV/c2. A combined

fit of the PWA results for theh8p2, rp and b1(1235)p
channels was done by the VES group for their data@8#. They
conclude that a broad 121 state is seen in all three decays
with comparable branching ratios. They quote the following
p1(1600) parameters:M51560660 MeV/c2, G5340
650 MeV/c2. Large error bars allow these measurements to
be consistent with each other. A search for thep1(1600)
exotic meson in other channels is necessary to determine its
width with a better precision.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main results of this paper are summarized in Table II
and below.

FIG. 24. A coupled mass-dependent Breit-Wigner fit of the
121@r(770)#P11 and 221@ f 2(1270)#S01 waves. ~a!

121@r(770)#P11 wave intensity.~b! 221@ f 2(1270)#S01 wave in-
tensity. ~c! Phase difference between the 121@r(770)#P11 and
221@ f 2(1270)#S01 waves. ~d! Phase motion of the
121@r(770)#P11 wave~1!, 221@ f 2(1270)#S01 wave~2!, and the
production phase between them~3!.
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~i! A partial-wave analysis of the reactionp2p
→p1p2p2p has been performed on a data sample of
250 000 events.

~ii ! The well-known states a1(1260), a2(1320),
p2(1670) are observed. Thep2(1670) branching ratios are
measured for the decay channels available in this reaction.

~iii ! The 021 p(1300) resonance is seen in therp and,
possibly,sp channels.

~iv! The 021 p(1800) state is found in thef o(980)p and
sp channels. There is an indication of two possible 021

states at 1.8 GeV/c2.
~v! The 111 a1(1700) meson is seen in therp D wave.
~vi! The ratio of theD and S wave amplitudes for the

a1(1260)→rp decay ~ignoring the Deck-effect contribu-
tion! is found to be in agreement with the3Po model pre-
diction.

~vii ! The 311 a3 state is found in therp, f 2p andr3p
channels.

~viii ! The 411 a4(2040) resonance is observed in therp
and f 2p channels.

~ix! The exoticJPC
5121 rp wave produced by natural

parity exchange has structure in the intensity and phase mo-
tion consistent with the presence of thep1(1600) resonance.
This state has a resonance mass of 159368

247
129 MeV/c2 and

a width of 168620
212
1150 MeV/c2.

~x! A strong PWA model dependence of the shape and
magnitude of thep1(1600) signal is observed.
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